Frobisher Bay
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Cold is\textsuperscript{mp} the Arc-tic Sea. are\textsuperscript{mp} your arms from me,

A.
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Long will\textsuperscript{mp} this winter Frozen in Frobisher\textsuperscript{mp} Bay,

A.

Long will\textsuperscript{mp} this winter, Frozen in Frobisher\textsuperscript{mp} Bay,

B

\textbf{tutti}

f
frozen in Frobisher\textsuperscript{B} Bay.\textsuperscript{B} One more whale! our captain cried.

\textbf{tutti}

more whale then we'll beat the ice!\textsuperscript{B} But the winter star\textsuperscript{B} was in the sky, the

A.

"One more whale then we'll beat the ice!"
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seas were rough, the winds were high. And cold is Arctic.

Sea. Far are your arms from me. Long will this winter

be, frozen in Fro-1 Bay. frozen in Fro-bish-er Bay.

were the crashing waves, that tore our whaler's mast away.

Deep were the crashing waves, that tore our whaler's mast away.
In his forty-year career as a solo singer-songwriter and with the ground-breaking trio Tamarack, James Gordon has released forty albums and toured relentlessly around the world. He has penned over 1500 songs (Frobisher Bay, Mining for Gold, Looking for Livingstone), some of which have been famously played by Cowboy Junkies, James Keelaghan, Miranda Mulholland, and international choirs. In addition to compositions for symphony orchestras, musical theatre, dance, and film scores, James was heard on CBC radio for over ten years as songwriter-in-residence for the Basic Black and Ontario Morning programs. James appears solo or with a trio, and is always happy to do a songwriting workshop in conjunction with his appearances.

Frobisher Bay has been covered/recorded by over one hundred artists.